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Optimizing Bayesian Networks for Recognition of Driving Maneuvers to Meet the Automotive Requirements*

Galia Weidl, Anders L Madsen, Dietmar Kasper, and Gabi Breuel

Abstract—An Object Oriented Bayesian Network for recognition of maneuver in highway traffic has demonstrated an acceptably high recognition performance on a prototype car with a Linux PC having an i7 processor. This paper is focusing on keeping the high recognition performance of the original OOBN, while evaluating alternative modelling techniques and their impact on the memory and time requirements of an ECU-processor for automotive applications. New challenges are faced, when the prediction horizon is to be further extended.

I. INTRODUCTION

Identification and interpretation of traffic maneuvers will become key elements of modern driver assistance systems. Considerable effort has been put into early recognition of maneuvers in real traffic scenarios and a number of challenges have been identified. These involve: i) situations develop quickly over time, and an automatic system will therefore require information captured in the order of milliseconds and ii) situations can only be reliably recognized when considering the joint behavior of several sensor measurements simultaneously, often featuring several vehicles moving on adjacent traffic lanes. The situation interpretation systems are further challenged by incomplete knowledge, scene complexity and sensor uncertainties, which has led to a focus on techniques for reasoning under uncertainty. To deal with this, the automotive research has investigated the feasibility of various probabilistic approaches, e.g. based on Dempster-Shafer theory (DST), dealing with measures of “belief”, which is a notion similar to the probabilities in Bayesian networks (BN) in general and Hidden Markov Models (HMM) in particular. HMM can be viewed as an extension of a BN, containing a number of time slices of the same BN at consequent time points (a.k.a. dynamic BN or DBN). Examples of automotive applications of DST involve detection of driving maneuver [1]. BN have been used for the recognition of driving maneuvers like lane change, overtake, turn [2], [3], cut-in maneuvers [4], emergency braking [5], while HMM for identification of driver intentions or turn maneuvers [6], [7], [8]. Recently new approaches, combining Bayes classifiers and decision trees [9] and others based on dynamic probabilistic drivability maps [10] have been applied to model lane change for driver assistance. Our recent approach for recognition of driving maneuvers utilizes as a first step the advantages of a static object-oriented BN (OOBN) when it comes to interrelated objects [11]. This offers a natural framework to handle vehicle-lane and/or vehicle-vehicle relations [12]. These advantages are additionally boosted by exploitation of the left-right symmetry of a lane-change-course. Experimental drives with a prototype car in real highway traffic have confirmed the functional feasibility of maneuver recognition with high recognition accuracy and 0.67s earlier recognition of maneuver as compared to an existing ACC (Adaptive cruise control) system.

This paper represents the results of a feasibility study on code optimization of the original OOBN model (denoted as “origM”) for recognition of a driving maneuver - for details on the mathematical modeling - see [12], [13], and [14]. Each maneuver is characterized by a number of situation features, building the dataset for situation analysis. This dataset includes both information on the motion state of the current and neighboring vehicles (e.g., position, speed, acceleration, orientation within the lane, trajectory, and free space for a maneuver), as well as information from the environment like lane markings and road borders. This information is incorporated in the model by object-object relations, where an object can represent a vehicle (own or neighbor) as well as a lane marking or lane boarders. The original OOBN model has to be translated into C code in order to be used in the car as its microcontroller has no file system. The original (static) OOBN model required for the evaluation of one pair of vehicles: 5.9 MB RAM and 3 ms of maximum processing time on a Linux Platform with i7 CPU for the feature computation and maneuver recognition. This computational power is not available on the target automotive platform with a cycle time of 20 ms, which should be shared by several applications, not only by maneuver recognition.

Our current work is focused on the issue concerning how to transfer an application of high recognition accuracy (utilizing the high computational power of Linux computer mounted in the experimental vehicle) into a computationally feasible application on the automotive target platform of a real vehicle, e.g. an ECU (electronic control unit). The last has very constraining requirements, i.e. 1) Memory size: RAM = 1MB (total), thereof max 250 kB for one application; ROM = 4MB (total), thereof max 400 kB for one application. 2) Inference time of max 0.15ms and improved computational performance; 3) Accuracy (keep comparable to the original OOBN). These requirements make an application, demonstrated to be successful on a Linux environment (emulating the vehicle’s target platform), infeasible to implement on a real car.

The c-code of the maneuver recognition application determines the ROM requirements of the model and the
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associated code for handling evidence and calling appropriate functions in the BN tool for performing belief update. The RAM requirements are determined by the amount of memory required by the BN tool for representing the necessary data structures for performing belief update. This includes a representation of the CPTs generated from expressions (and not stored in ROM). The code optimization is evaluating various modelling techniques in order to reach the automotive requirements of the target platform.

This paper is organized as follows. The used method and developed model for maneuver recognition are outlined in section II and III, the used alternative modeling techniques for optimization of the original model (origM) - in section IV and the results - in section V. The discussion involves the extension of the optimized model to dynamic OOBNs. The goal of this extension is earlier recognition of driving maneuvers and prediction of driving intentions, which will ensure safer driving and improve the cruise control.

II. METHOD - BAYESIAN NETWORKS

A Bayesian network (a.k.a. causal probabilistic network or graphical probabilistic model) BN:= (G, P) is a compact model representation for reasoning under uncertainty. Entities are represented as random variables V connected by (causal) links L to build a directed acyclic graph G=(V,L).

The graphical structure G describes the dependence relations between entities. A set of conditional probability distributions (CPD) \( P \) = \( P(X | pa(X)) \) express the strengths of dependency relations between a random variable \( X \) and its parents \( pa(X) \), as specified by domain experts or as found in the data.

A BN provides a framework for systematically structured knowledge representation of the problem domain. From a computation perspective, a (discrete) BN is a representation of a joint probability distribution over a set of variables \( V \) enabling efficient inference ([15], [16], and [17]):

\[
P(V) = \prod_{X \in V} P(X|pa(X)).
\]

A BN supports belief update in terms of computing posterior probability distributions \( P(X|e) \) given evidence \( e \). An OOBN is a hierarchical knowledge representation in terms of classes and objects. The object-orientated modelling is efficient for knowledge integration and taking advantage of repetitive structures, allowing reusability by building model libraries of generic fragments (OOBN-classes). In this work, we have used the HUGIN tool [18], which is highly optimized for inference in BNs, supports manual specification of conditional probability tables (CPTs) and generation of CPTs from mathematical expressions relating the state values to parent configurations. To support the specification of expressions, variables can be categorized according to subtypes Numbered, Interval, Boolean and Label reflecting how variable states are interpreted when generating CPTs from expressions.

III. THE OOBN MODEL FOR MANEUVER RECOGNITION

The causal probabilistic treatment of situation features allows exploiting heterogeneous sources of information and the quantitative incorporation of uncertainties in the measured signals. The general structure of the OOBN model consists of a number of abstraction levels (see Fig. 1); all measured and/or computed signals \( S \) are handled with their uncertainties \( \sigma^2 \). These are represented as object classes at the lowest level (class S) of the OOBN. The real values \( \mu \) of evidence signals are used at the next level of hierarchy to evaluate the hypotheses (class H). The combined evaluation of several hypotheses results in the prediction of events, class E. In our automotive case: the events are modeling traffic maneuvers of the own and surrounding vehicles: lane follow, lane change (cut-in, cut-out), see [12], [13].

The alternative modeling at the class levels of sensors \( S \) and hypotheses \( H \) for the purpose of reduction of necessary memory size is discussed in section IV.A, B. The highest level of abstraction (class E: Event) is representing just the logical relations between vehicles and predicts their intended maneuvers. The abstraction levels (classes S, H, E) of the OOBN are shortly described below.

![Fig. 1. OOBN model for the prediction of an event (maneuver)](image1)

The observations characterizing a situation are acquired from sensors and computations based on measured data. If the measurement instrument is not functioning properly (due to sensor noise or fault), then the sensor-reading \( S_{\text{MEASURED}} \) and the real variable \( S_{\text{REAL}} \) under measurement need not to be the same. This fact imposes the causal model structure as shown in Fig. 2. The sensor-reading of any measured variable is conditionally dependent on random changes in two variables: real value under measurement \( S_{\text{REAL}} \) and sensor fault \( S_{\text{SIGMA}} \).

![Fig. 2. BN fragment for modeling of sensor’s uncertainties with a discrete MEASURED variable](image2)

The situation features used for maneuver recognition are modeled as three BN-fragments (hypotheses): lateral evidence \( LE \); trajectory \( TRAJ \); and occupancy schedule grid \( OCCGRID \). For more details see [13], [14]. The hypothesis \( LE \) is shown in Fig. 3. Its CPT is represented by a sigmoid function to expresses the growing probability for \( LE \) (and possible lane change) when the vehicle is coming closer to the lane marking (modeled by \( O_{\text{LAT\_MEASURED}} \)) by growing lateral velocity (modeled by \( V_{\text{LAT\_MEASURED}} \)).

![Fig. 3. BN fragment modeling the hypothesis LE with discrete variables V_LAT_MEASURED and O_LAT_MEASURED.](image3)
IV. ALTERNATIVE MODELING FOR CODE OPTIMIZATION

A. Alternative handling of uncertainties in observations

To reduce the RAM and ROM size, we have studied a number of modelling approaches such as the use of variables with linear Gaussian (CG) distributions, function nodes [19], the use of expressions to specify CPTs compactly and a divide-and-conquer approach to belief update.

An alternative modeling of the sensor uncertainty is utilizing a CG distribution, instead of the discrete one. For this purpose, a discrete random variable modelling a sensor measurement is replaced by a continuous random variable with a continuous linear Gaussian (normal) conditional distribution function \( N(\mu, \sigma^2) \) where the mean is a linear function of the continuous parents. It will be denoted in the BN model by an ellipse with a double line border (as shown in Fig. 4). A BN with CG nodes is referred to as a Conditional Linear Gaussian (CLG) BN. It induces a multivariate normal mixture density on the form:

\[
P(\Delta) f(\Gamma) = \prod_{X \in \Delta} P(X|pa(X)) \prod_{Y \in \Gamma} f(Y|pa(Y)),
\]

where \( \Delta \) are the discrete and \( \Gamma \) are the continuous variables.

The continuous Gaussian representation reproduces the discrete one up to slightly stronger concentration around MEASURED. This is since two nodes MEASURED and REAL (of type Interval in the discrete case) have been replaced with type Numbered in its CG modification. For the SIGMA node, we have used the middle point in each interval to specify the variance in the child.

The LE fragment with CG nodes instead of Interval nodes for the MEASURED variables will have a significantly reduced memory requirement as the CG distribution is significantly smaller than the corresponding CPT for the Interval node. Moreover, memory has been saved by instantiating - for each time cycle - the evidence on the random variable SIGMA as a parameter directly into the c-code (as opposed to having the SIGMA represented as a node in the network). Thus, the SIGMA node is removed from the model (see e.g. Fig. 4) and for each case we set the corresponding SIGMA instead of entering evidence. The obtained model is more “precise” than the original model where SIGMA is discretized.

This has been implemented analogically to all three fragments (hypotheses). Further reduction of memory has been achieved by introducing Function nodes as described below.

B. Function Nodes

A function (FCN) node represents a real-valued function, that depends on (some or all of) the parents of the node. Function nodes are not (directly) involved in the inference process - evidence cannot be specified for function nodes, but the function associated with the node can be evaluated using the results of inference or simulation as input. That is, FCN nodes only support forward reasoning. FCN nodes are exploited to reduce the memory requirements of the three network fragments LE, TRAJ and OCCGRID. For instance, the sigmoid-CPD from the original LE fragment (see Fig. 3) is replaced with a function node of the type described above. In the LE network with FCNs, the FCN LE_F_O represents the value of an expression on this form computed after belief update in the fragment with the three variables \( O_{LAT\_REAL}, O_{LAT\_SIGMA} \) and \( O_{LAT\_MEASURED} \).

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{n} P(O_{LAT\_REAL} = v_i) * f(v_i),
\]

where \( v_i \) for \( i = 1,...,n \) are the values of \( O_{LAT\_REAL} \) and \( f(v_i) \) is a logistic regression function in \( O_{LAT\_REAL} \).

Fig. 5. LE combining both CG and FCN nodes

The computed value is passed to the child FCN and is used in the evaluation of its expression. While Fig. 5 combines CG “measurement” variables with two function-nodes of the sigmoid (logistic)-CPD. The RAM requirement relates to the run-time objects used for inference, i.e. belief update. Different modelling approaches will produce different RAM requirements and have different time performance.

In the complete OOBN, the three network fragments LE, TRAJ and OCCGRID are instantiated more than once. This increases the memory requirements. To reduce memory requirements, belief update can be performed using a divide-and-conquer strategy where the LE, TRAJ and OCCGRID are processed more than once and the results are transferred to the remaining (logical) parts of the network.

C. The divide-and-conquer strategy (DC)

There are a number of options to consider for a divide-and-conquer strategy. One option is to use the classification result from each fragment (i.e., LE, TRAJ or OCCGRID) and combine the results using pure logic. This has the disadvantage for the inference process, that the uncertainty in a specific classification is not reflected and not taken into account in subsequent steps. This means that the DC approach will not produce the same results as origM. The other option, and the one pursued, is to split the network into components and use the posterior distribution of a classification node, e.g., LE, as likelihood over the
corresponding LE node in a "downstream" network. The network fragments, created to support the divide-and-conquer strategy are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 A), B) and correspond to the H and E classes of Fig. 1. In Fig. 6, the object class LANEMARKCROSS (LCM) of the original OOB network is instantiated using the probabilities computed in the hypotheses classes TRAJ, LE, OCCCGRID. In Fig. 7A) the object class LANECHANGE (LC) represents the vehicle-lane marking relation and is instantiated by the probabilities, obtained from the hypothesis classes LMC towards left and right. In Fig. 7B) the event class HQMVT represents the vehicle-vehicle relation QMVT of two cars together with their relative position to each other POSDESCR. It infers the recognition of predicted maneuver, after instantiation by the probabilities, obtained from the object classes LC.

![Fig. 6. The object class LANEMARKCROSS](image)

V. OPTIMIZATION & EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The performance testing is done using C code generated from origM. The generated code is then compiled into a test program using a C compiler (gcc v4.5.2) on a Linux computer. The numbers reported depends on the hardware, software and operating system. Thus they should be interpreted only in relation to the percentage of reduction as summarized in TABLE I, where the following definitions are introduced: “Initially” denotes the required memory before the BN is created from the specification of classes; AD is the required memory after the BN is created. The comparison of the first and second column shows how much additional memory is required to represent the model in memory using tables as compared to expressions. RAM is the required memory size after the junction tree structure is created. The optimization considered also different compiling options. By default the models have been compiled using “-O2”, resulting in initial memory size of 176 kB, while the use of other compiler options has increased the required memory.

TABLE I. MEMORY SIZE AND TIME PERFORMANCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From OOBN to compiled c-code</th>
<th>Initially [kB]</th>
<th>AD [kB]</th>
<th>RAM [kB ] Target 250kB</th>
<th>ROM [kB] Target 400 kB</th>
<th>Time [ms] performance: t\textsubscript{max} / t\textsubscript{avg}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>origM</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>3272</td>
<td>5888</td>
<td>783300</td>
<td>t\textsubscript{max}=1.27ms t\textsubscript{avg}=0.15ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>origM (TG)</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>3400</td>
<td>6052</td>
<td>566135</td>
<td>same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>origM (TG) –O2</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>3240</td>
<td>5892</td>
<td>539076</td>
<td>same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>origM_CG FCN –σ DC (TG)</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>468</td>
<td>468</td>
<td>442830</td>
<td>t\textsubscript{max}=2 ms t\textsubscript{avg}=1.35 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>origM_CG FCN –σ DC (TG) –O2</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>390930</td>
<td>t\textsubscript{max}=2 ms t\textsubscript{avg}=0.94 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>origM_CG FCN –σ DC (TG), 16</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>386709</td>
<td>t\textsubscript{max}=3.05 ms t\textsubscript{avg}=0.72 ms (-43%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>origM_CG–σ DC (TG), 16</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>374393</td>
<td>t\textsubscript{max}=1.42 ms t\textsubscript{avg}=1.02 ms (-55%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following notations have been introduced to denote modifications of the original model origM, where the corresponding modeling techniques have been implemented. That is, if the sensor model uses CG nodes instead of Interval nodes to represent the uncertainty in the measurement, then this is denoted in the model name as “_CG”. If the CPT of a hypothesis variable, which has been initially modeled with a discrete sigmoid distribution, has been modified by the use of function node - this is denoted in the model name as “_FCN”. The number 16 denotes the reduced number of states to 16 from originally 32 discrete states of the random variables.

For comparison between the alternative modeling, the achieved reduction is denoted in % below the corresponding number. The original and the (time-)best in class optimized OOB networks are highlighted in bold. Another evaluation has focused on the time performance of the model being tested. The reduction of processing time has been computed as ΔT % = (t\textsubscript{avg} – t1)/t1, where t1 is the optimized vs. the originally measured time performance 0. The average time is a general criterion, used to compare the time performance of different models. For automotive applications, it is important to know the maximal time of inference t\textsubscript{max} in order to ensure, that the time performance of the model is within the allowed cycle time. The t\textsubscript{max} of origM has been reduced by 53% (due to the use of DC with CG and no SIGMA approaches), i.e. from 3 ms to 1.42 ms. If FCN nodes are used in addition, this shows a further reduction of 43 % in the average time: from t\textsubscript{avg} =1.27 ms to 0.72 ms and 97% of RAM reduction (from 5.9MB to 176kB).The goal has been to sustain at least the same accuracy level, which has been evaluated by the receiver operating characteristics (ROC) analysis [21]. A comparison has been performed at all levels with focus on the maneuver LC (Lane Change). From ROC when considering 1 second history of the maneuver data stream, the area under the curve AUC = 0.96. And for the 2 s history: AUC ROC = 0.83. As expected, the results for 1 sec data history are better than the results for 2 sec. The accuracy of the original model didn’t change significantly as a result of alternative modeling
techniques. Thus, a tradeoff for the best performance of ROM, RAM and time shows at the OOBN with combination of CG and FCN nodes with reduced number of 16 states, no σ and divide-and-conquer (DC)-implementation (TG).

A list of options for improving the time performance of the system includes parallelization and improved hardware as well as modeling and implementation techniques that may have an impact on time performance. For instance, the single logic network in §IV.C. for the DC approach (as opposed to performing DC on the logic part of origM producing additional small networks) combined with parallel processing of the sub-networks may lead to performance improvements. This can even be combined with the use of the save-to-memory functionality of the HUGIN Decision Engine. The save-to-memory functionality will store a copy of the clique tables in memory in effect increasing the RAM requirements. The RAM requirements are already satisfied and it is, therefore, potentially possible to use additional RAM to improve the time performance. This will trade space for time. The objective would then be to find the optimal balance.

VI. EXTENSION TO A DYNAMIC MODEL

Although the performed optimization has satisfied the memory requirements of the target platform, it is still necessary to consider the time requirements. In addition, there is a desire to consider options for improving the recognition performance by extending the prediction horizon, which is of advantage for the adaptive cruise control. Consider a highway scenario involving a vehicle driving in a lane with three other vehicles driving in three different lanes in front of it. The information describing such scenarios typically consists of 252 observations acquired with fixed sampling rate (in the order of milliseconds). If a test drive from only one hour is to be analyzed for adaptation of the model parameters, this will result in several millions of database records. This requires efficient algorithms and methods that must be scaled up to handle the extremely large volumes of data (compared to the equipment available for on-line processing) and which should ensure that the systems developed must be able to operate at the time scale of the automotive processor they are designed to support.

With this motivation, each maneuver can be considered as a process, developing in time, i.e. as data stream given by a time sequence of the transition from lane follow into lane change maneuver. For this purpose, the EU-STREP research project “Analysis of Massive Data Streams” (AMIDST) has been initiated [20]. The automotive data-sets used in AMIDST are extremely large. This heterogeneous raw data are measured by radar and stereo cameras, which after filtering and preprocessing are fused to reduce the initial data complexity, to improve the data quality and to generate the object data for situation analysis.

The results described in section V have prepared the static OOBN on maneuver recognition for its extension into a dynamic OOBN (DBN). Otherwise an OOBN, which does not meet the requirements of the target platform, would be a “no go case” for further extension into a DBN. The DBN is expected to help with the satisfaction of the requirement on earlier prognostics of maneuver. This dynamic extension involves copies of the static OOBN for different number of time steps in the time window (e.g. see Fig. 8 where the two top nodes are temporal clones defining the share belief state between consecutive time steps creating a first order Markov process. Thus, it sets even higher requirement (see Table II) on memory size and on the efficiency of algorithms for processing of streaming data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LE (TG)</th>
<th>total CPT size [B]</th>
<th>total clique table size [B]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LE origM</td>
<td>47988</td>
<td>47880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBN 1</td>
<td>75888</td>
<td>101880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBN 3</td>
<td>75888</td>
<td>305640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBN 10</td>
<td>75888</td>
<td>1018800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCN DBN 1</td>
<td>74088</td>
<td>73980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCN DBN 3</td>
<td>74088</td>
<td>271440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCN DBN 10</td>
<td>74088</td>
<td>974700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG DBN 1</td>
<td>32688</td>
<td>60120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG DBN 3</td>
<td>32688</td>
<td>180360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG DBN 10</td>
<td>32688</td>
<td>601200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCN CG DBN1</td>
<td>30888</td>
<td>32220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCN CG DBN3</td>
<td>30888</td>
<td>148860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCN CG DBN10</td>
<td>30888</td>
<td>557100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 DBN 1</td>
<td>29520</td>
<td>33280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 DBN 3</td>
<td>29520</td>
<td>99840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 DBN 10</td>
<td>29520</td>
<td>332800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8 A DBN fragments for the hypothesis LE.

The DBN incorporates the trend of change for the real values, where their physics relations are represented as causal dependencies between the time steps dt, e.g. in Fig. 8 the transition function of O\_LAT at time t, O (t), is modeled as Gaussian distribution, truncated on the range of the real value. Its mean is affected by $O(t-1)$, and by $V\_LAT$ at time t-1, $v(t-1)$. $O(t)=O(t-1)+v(t-1)\cdot dt + N$ where $N$ denotes a white noise $N(0,\sigma^2)$ due to possible acceleration term $(a\cdot dt^2)/2$, which is assumed to be small for a time step in the order of $10^{-3}$ milliseconds.

In order to assess the complexity due to the use of dynamic BN models, Table II shows the total CPT size and total clique table size for the LE fragment. (Note: a clique is a node in the secondary computational structure used for belief update. The table size can be considered as a measure of computational complexity.) Here on the LE fragment are implemented different modelling alternatives and prediction horizon with 1, 3 or 10 time slices. The same computational complexity can be expected for the TRAJ and OCCGRID network fragments. From here it is obvious that the model complexity will grow at all three levels of the OOBN (see Fig. 1). Thus, meeting the severe requirements of the target
platform, while operating with streaming data becomes even more challenging. The solution will be addressed for this and similar use cases in AMIDST.

A dynamic BN (DBN) induces a number of constraints on the compilation of the network into a computational structure. One constraint relates to transferring the belief state from one time slice to the next where the belief state is the probability distribution over the variables shared by neighboring time slices. In general, the belief state is transferred as a joint distribution. This means that approximate methods such as [22] may have to be considered for meeting the requirements of the target platform.

AMIDST will continue the work on "Maneuver recognition and prediction" by implementing DBN incorporating the trend analysis over time of the already considered features in the original OOBN in order to be able to produce even earlier recognition on intended lane change maneuvers. Moreover, early prediction of maneuver intentions can be achieved even before any development of the trend for lateral evidence LE has been observed. This will be including as a first indication of possible lane change intention, the relative dynamics between one vehicle (host or object) and the vehicles in front of it on the same lane.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The accuracy of the original model did not change significantly, since we have implemented alternative modeling techniques. The evaluation of their impact shows that they meet the automotive requirements on memory size and that they reduce the average computation time for inference on recognized maneuvers. This has been achieved under sustained classifier recognition performance, measured by receiver operating characteristics (ROC curves) with AUC = 0.96, based on the evaluation of 1 second of maneuver history and AUC = 0.83 with 2 seconds history before crossing of the lane marking. The target requirements on RAM and ROM memory size (for the static OOBN) have been achieved (with a reduction of 97% resulting in 176 kB RAM as compared to the initial 5.9 RAM size) at comparable recognition accuracy, while the average time performance has been reduced by 43% to 0.72 ms. The best optimization has been achieved with a combination of continuous Gaussian CG nodes for handling of the uncertainties in measurements, together with FCN nodes for the modeling of hypotheses and DC-approach for the entire model.

In summary, these approaches all contribute to reaching the optimization objectives. The results of the performance evaluations show possible trade-offs. The divide-and-conquer and no-SIGMA-nodes approaches seem to be essential to meet the RAM requirements. The no-SIGMA-nodes approach is based on the CG approach (as tables should otherwise be generated for each case, which might be expensive) and finally the FCN approach eliminates (large) CPTs associated with the hypotheses LE and TRAJ.

To improve the prediction horizon, we consider in AMIDST a maneuver as a continuous dynamic process and model it with the trend of the situation features as indication of a persisting system state condition. This requires the use of dynamic object oriented Bayesian networks.
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